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thomas lowes odometer for over fifty years many people

believed that this odometer was the first ever invented and that it was
designed by orson pratt for use by the first company of mormon pioneers

fig

2

lowes miniature odometer this miniature replica

is part of the

evidence confirming the fact that thomas G lowe built the odometer
shown above for use during his missionary travels
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the mormon pioneer odometers
muc
mac dines
this
bines that measured
full
tuil
tuii account of the wooden machines
tbisfull
distances along the mormon trail documents interesting
details and corrects old misconceptions

norman edward wright
wooden odometers built and used by the first mormon
pioneer company of 1847 have fascinated students of western history for one hundred and fifty years two odometers were construc ted the first built by appleton M harmon during the
structed
westward journey was used from a point near present day north
platte nebraska to the great salt lake valley may 12 to july 24
1847 the second built by william A king during the three week
hiatus in the valley was used during the return trip to the missouri
river august 17 to october 21 1847 the well publicized accounts
of the creation and use of these machines are found primarily in
the journals of william clayton and orson pratt
not so well known however is the history of another wooden
odometer figs 1 2 built by idaho pioneer thomas G lowe in
1876 while he was serving as a missionary to the oriba indians
in northern arizona this instrument was in 1911 mistakenly identified as the original 1847 machine ten years later the misidentification of lowes odometer was associated with another error the
claim that it was the first such measuring device ever invented
historical research on the subject of odometers in general
and on the mormon pioneer odometers in particular has provided
a more complete and accurate account of these wooden distance
measuring instruments

the

instruments and estimates

on april

8 1847 the vanguard company of mormon pioneers was camped seven miles west of winter quarters a large
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staging area north of present day omaha nebraska on that day
parley RP pratt arrived with news that john taylor was on his way
up the missouri river with about five hundred dollars worth of
astronomical and other scientific instruments purchased in england they included
1

one circle of reflection two sextants
sextants one quadrant two artificial
horizons one large refracting telescope several smaller ones two
barometers several thermometers besides nautical alman
acks
almanacks
almanacs
&c 2
books maps ac

this list of instuments
instruments purchased for the journey did not
include a device for measuring the miles traveled each day despite the fact that one was readily available such an instrument
known in england as a viometer
vi ometer fig 3 could have been purbiometer
chased from any instrument maker in london for a reasonable
price 3 since one was not acquired the implication is that distance measurement was not an anticipated need 4 for the first

fig

english vi
viometer
ometer c 1850 distance measuring devices such as
biometer
this were available at the time the pioneers crossed the plains
3
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three hundred miles of the westward journey individuals in the
company simply estimated the distances traveled each day such
estimates were imprecise as they depended entirely on the observational
vational skills of the estimator
william clayton saw the need for an instrument that would
provide a more accurate mileage measurement others orson
pratt appleton M harmon and william A king played essential
claytona
claytons
roles in developing the instrument but it was Clay
tons love of precision that prompted the whole odometer episode

Roadometer
developing the roadometer
william clayton was one of the last volunteers to sign on as a
member of the original mormon pioneer company the lead groups
had already moved out of winter quarters onto the western trail
when clayton made his commitment to go heber C Kim
balls
kimballs
journal entry for april 13 1847 records
this day brother young and bishop whitney and myself were in the
store at winter quarters in company with brother william clayton
we then and there beset him to go with us to the mountains he
if his family could have some
most cheerfully volunteered to go
assistance
he remarked that he was destitute of means to fit himself out for the journey I1 replied I1 would see that he had a proper fit
out to go on 5

two

days later clayton joined the main pioneer company

which was then camped about twelve miles west of the elk horn
river in eastern nebraska his recognized talents as a writer
observer and record keeper were qualities that had prompted the
church leaders to extend their invitation to him to go west with
the lead company of pioneers he now began employing those talents to compensate for the benefits of transportation food and
clothing that he was receiving one of his primary tasks was writing the journal of heber C kimball the church leader who provided the wagon in which he was riding clayton performed this
compensatory service by copying an edited version of his own
personal writings onto the pages of Kim
kimballs
balls journal 6 he also rendered secretarial service for his benefactor 7 in addition clayton
comp anys route superimcompanas
was asked to draw a map of the pioneer companys
Fremonts map of 1845 using orson pratts ongoing
posed on fremonts
fr6monts
fremonte
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observations of elevation latitude and longitude 8 in addition to
these tasks clayton kept his own personal journal which he evidently planned to publish for the benefit of his family
shall not write my thoughts here inasmuch as 1I expect this journal
will have to pass through other thands
shands sic besides my own or that
of my family but if 1I can carry my plans into operation they will be
written in a manner that my family will each get their portion
whether before my death or after it matters not 9
1I

cormons
Mor mons western route coincided with a large segment
the mormons
of the oregon trail which even at that time was a major thoroughfare
ough fare over which thousands were traveling although initially
clayton had no plans for publishing an overland trail guide per se
he did know that a trail guide would benefit later emigrants and
that it would have the potential for a significant monetary return
observing and recording the data for such a publication describing the road the locations of water wood and grass and the distances involved fit naturally into Clay
claytona
claytons
tons daily tasks moreover
his training as a clerk made it natural to record such de
taffs 10
details
As the journey west began however Clay
claytona
claytons
tons estimates of the
number of miles traveled each day were always significantly lower
than those given by others it was a source of irritation to him that
his values were always considered to be too conservative 11
just four days after beginning the journey clayton was thinking about this problem and its solution
1I walked some this afternoon in com19th
pany with orson pratt and suggested to him the idea of fixing a set of
wooden cog wheels to the hub of a wagon wheel in such order as to
tell the exact number of miles we travel each day he seemed to agree
with me that it could be easily done at a trifling expense 12

MONDAY APRIL

orson pratts verbal endorsement of his idea was undoubtedly encouraging the idea of using cog wheels gears to count
wheel rotations was not new or inventive in all likelihood clayvio meters of his native
ton was acquainted with the gear driven viometers
england he undoubtedly would have built an odometer himself
had he possessed the necessary mechanical skills but lacking
these he needed the approval and support of the companys
comp anys leadcompanas
ers who could commit both men and resources to the project
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over the next four days clayton discussed his idea with
members of the company he also outlined the design of a machine
that could perform the task
THURSDAY APRIL

22nd

again introduced the subject of fixing machinery to a wagon
wheel to tell the distance we travel describing the machinery and
time it would take to make it etc several caught the idea and feel
confident of its success 13
1I

no longer a general idea he now had developed a specific
design for the odometer and a time estimate for its construction
clayton had done his homework in doing so he perhaps demonskill than is generally ascribed to him
strated more technical skiff
Clay
claytons
within three weeks after claytona
tons initial conversation with
orson pratt the pioneer company had moved three hundred miles
west of winter quarters near present day north platte nebraska
nothing had been done about the proposed odometer distances
traveled each day were still being estimated his patience spent
clayton decided the time for action had arrived
counted the revolutions of a
wagon wheel to tell the exact distance we have traveled the reason
why I1 have taken this method which is somewhat tedious is because
there is generally a difference of two and sometimes four miles in a
days travel between my estimation and that of some others and they
have all thought 1I underrated it this morning 1I determined to take
pains to know for a certainty how far we travel today accordingly 1I
measured the circumference of the nigh left hind wheel of one of
brother Kim
kimballs
balls wagons being the one 1I sleep in in charge of philo
johnson 1I found the wheel 14 feet 8 inches in circumference not
varying one eighth of an inch 1I then calculated how many revolutions it would require for one mile and found it precisely 360 not
varying one fraction which somewhat astonished me 1I have counted
the whole revolutions during the days travel and I1 find it to be a little
over eleven and a quarter miles twenty revolutions over the oversome have past the days
plus I1 shall add to the next days travel
travel at thirteen and some fourteen miles which serves to convince
more strongly that the distances are overrated I1 have repeatedly
suggested a plan of fixing machinery to a wagon wheel to tell the
exact distance we travel in a day and many begin to be sanguine for
carrying it into effect and I1 hope it will be done 14
SATURDAY

MAY STH

I1 have

in early western history clayton is well known for this simple
yet tedious solution to his problem during that first day he tallied
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4070 wheel rotations a measurement that would perhaps have
been enough to prove his point but he wanted to make sure for
three additional days he collected similar data and obtained similar results with accurate numbers in hand to support his claim
Clay tons proposal to
that the estimated distances were incorrect claytons
claytona
build a mechanical odometer was at last advanced to the top of the
priority list regarding this matter orson pratt recorded the following entry in his journal
may 10 1847

for several days past mr clayton and several others have
been thinking upon the best method of attaching some machinery to
a wagon to indicate the number of miles daily travelled 1I was
requested this forenoon by mr B young to give this subject some
attention accordingly this afternoon 1I proposed the following
method let a wagon wheel be of such a circumference that 360
revolutions make one mile it happens that one of the requisite
dimensions is now in camp let this wheel act upon a screw in
such a manner that six revolutions of the wagon wheel shall give the
screw one revolution let the threads of this screw act upon a wheel
of sixty cogs which will evidently perform one revolution per mile
let this wheel of sixty cogs be the head of another screw acting
upon another wheel of thirty cogs it is evident that in the movements of this second wheel each cog will represent one mile see
fig 1 now if the cogs were numbered from 0 to 30 the number of
miles traveled will be indicated during every part of the day let
every sixth cog of the first wheel be numbered from 0 to 10 and
this division will indicate the fractional parts of a mile or tenths
while if any one should be desirous to ascertain still smaller diviwill give five and
sional fractions each cog between this division win
one third rods this machinery which may be called the double endless screw will be simple in its construction and of very small bulk
requiring scarcely any sensible additional power and the knowledge
win certainly be very
obtained respecting distances in travelling will
satisfactory to every traveller especially in a country but little
known the weight of this machinery need not exceed three pounds
appendix A 15

because clayton left no record of his own odometer design
we do not know what influence it may have had on orson pratts
specifications as given above pratt certainly had the technical
skill to design his own machine independently however since his
design begins with the same 360 rotations per mile wheel clayton
used in his earlier empirical solution it appears that he may have
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followed claytona
Clay
claytons
tons lead quite closely one thing is certain pratt
wrote the initial design specifications in his journal whereas clayton did not As historical credit typically goes to the one who
writes orson pratt is generally recognized as the designer of the
first mormon pioneer odometer
more likely the instruments final design was a team effort
because pratts original specifications as given above proved to be
impractical and had to be modified significantly to simplify construction
st ruction in the completed odometer the second gear wheel had
forty teeth instead of the thirty that pratt had specified it overlaid
the first gear and was turned by four teeth on the axle of that gear
C one rotation of the second gear therefig 4 and appendixes B Q
fore represented ten miles each tooth being one quarter of a mile
appleton harmon a skilled carpenter in the company was
assigned the task of building the wooden odometer undoubtedly

fig 4 replica of gear arrangement of pioneer odometer the large gear
revolved once every mile via a second gear it turned the third gear
which had forty teeth one quarter of a mile at a time thus the third
gear completed a full revolution every ten miles william clayton based
his mileage observations on this gear

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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he also made suggestions for its final elegant design which would
account for Clay
claytona
claytons
tons report that harmon considered himself to be
the odometers inventor 16
the project was completed in two distinct phases over a
gearwheel
period of seven days first the sixty tooth gear
wheel which rotated
once every mile was built and installed on the wagon box along
with the threaded eighteen inch long drive rod clayton records
12th
brother appleton harmon
hannon has
completed the machinery on the wagon so far that 1I shall only have
to count the number of miles instead of the revolutions of the
wagon wheel 17
WEDNESDAY

MAY

next the smaller forty tooth gear wheel was built and installed
along with a box to cover and protect the whole mechanism
16th
about noon today brother appleton
l6th
lath
harmon
hannon completed the machinery on the wagon called a roadome
ter by adding a wheel to revolve once in ten miles showing each
mile and also each quarter mile we travel and then casing the whole
over so as to secure it from the weather we are now prepared to tell
accurately the distance we travel from day to day which will
supercede the idea of guessing and be a satisfaction not only to this
supersede
camp but to all who hereafter travel this way 18
SUNDAY

MAY

in his journal amasa M lyman also noted the installation of
the ten mile gear wheel may 17 1848 AM harmon put another
19
gaged
miles
for
wheel to his roa
roadometer
its two gear wheels
ten
dometer
and eighteen inch drive rod could count up to 3600 rotations of
the wagon wheel without recycling a distance of ten miles the
completed odometer project was a source of satisfaction not only
to the principals involved but also to others in the company who
noted the event in their journals 20
william clayton provides us with the only known description
of the completed machine
16th
l6th
lath
the whole machinery consists of a
hudgeons a sleeve in which
shaft about 18 inches long placed on gudgeons
the rod turns one in the axle tree of the wagon near which are six
arms placed at equal distances around it and in which a cog works
which is fastened on the hub of the wagon wheel turning the shaft
once around at every six revolutions of the wagon wheel the upper
gudgeon plays in a piece of wood nailed to the wagon box and near
SUNDAY
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this gudgeon on the shaft a screw is cut the shaft lays at an angle of
about forty five degrees in this screw a wheel of sixty cogs works
on an axle fixed in the side of the wagon and which makes one
revolution each mile in the shaft on which this wheel runs four
cogs are cut on the fore part which plays in another wheel of
forty cogs which shows the miles and quarters to ten miles the
whole is cased over and occupies a space of about 18 inches long
15 inches high and 3 inches thick 21

for the whole mechanism to fit within a protective box with
dimensions of 18 x 15 x 3 inches the two gears would have been
about 9 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick
roadometer
at long last clayton had a fully operational roa
dometer
his name for the odometer but it was a machine and like all
machines it could and did malfunction just four days after
announcing the machines completion clayton records a major
problem with its operation
20th
at 745 we started out again but had
roadometer
not traveled over a quarter of a mile before the roa
dometer gave way
on account of the rain yesterday having caused the wood to swell
and stick fast one of the cogs in the small wheel broke the 40
tooth ten mile wheel we stopped about a half an hour and appleton harmon took it to pieces and put it up again without the small
wheel 1I had to count each mile after this 22
THURSDAY

MAY

there is no mention of repairing or replacing the broken ten
mile gear wheel until they arrived in the great salt lake valley it
appears that the one mile sixty tooth gear wheel is the only part of
the machine that was operational during the remainder of the journey west if this is true clayton would have had to watch the gear
wheel closely and record each rotation as they traveled that is
every mile
mlle
TUESDAY

UUNE

8th
ath

the road over was indeed very crooked but mostly bending to the north
we began to descend gradually and while
watching the roadometer
roa
dometer 1I discovered it did not work right which
made me pay more attention to it

gra
JUNE grm

arose at 420 and at 515 am we moved
onward
at 545 we halted for breakfast
while we halted 1I
got the roa
roadometer
dometer fixed again and also put up a guideboard marked
to fort john fort laramie 60 miles 2321
WEDNESDAY
WEDNBDAY

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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the upper platte river ferry
from winter quarters the mormon pioneer company traveled along the north side of the platte river with the odometer on
board they continued up the rivers north fork to fort laramie
where they crossed over and continued west on the oregon trail
seventy miles farther on they again met the platte river where it
flows eastward in a gentle arc from its headwaters in the colorado
fuli week was
run off conditions one full
rockies due to high spring runoff
required to ferry the wagons across the river
in order to expedite the crossing of eight other mormon emigrant companies farther back on the trail a decision was made to
leave a small contingent of men at the river crossing to continue
operating the ferry the ferry operation would also be financially
profitable since large numbers of oregon and california pioneers
on the oregon trail would also need to cross the river one of the
men assigned to the ferry crew was appleton harmon the builder
claytona
of Clay
claytons
roadometer
tons roa
dometer
on july 10 1847 a small company of oregon bound pioneers
arrived at the mormon ferry they camped that evening and were
ferried across the river the next day two entries in harmons journal refer to them the first entry is particularly important because
it corroborates the fact that oregon bound pioneers were also using
odometers thus invalidating a later claim that Clay
claytona
claytons
tons machine
was the first odometer ever built
saturday july 10
the company altogether bought about
100 worth of goods of mr H quelling sic a quaker he had a
roadameter
road ameter on one of his wagons captain Bon
sers company of
bonders
bonsers
twelve wagons ferried
sunday july 11 received for blacksmithing 1645
16.45
loo
1.00
1645 100
100
Bon sers company 1055
for ferrying twelve wagons of captain bonsers
10.55
bonders
1055
we ferried a nursery of seven hundred fruit trees which
cash
were apple peach plum pear currants grapes raspberry and cherries all growing nicely in clover they were owned by H lieuelling
Lieu
fleuelling
ileuelling
lleu elling
sic a quaker from salem iowa 24

the

nurseryman was henderson luelling note different
spellings an early pioneer of oregons
Or egons willamette valley his load
of seven hundred fruit trees was indeed unusual but his use of an
odometer was not odometers were used by many westward
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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Clay tons wooden one
moving pioneers of that period unlike claytons
claytona
they were made of brass and were constructed by english or amer15
ican instrument makers 25
Lu
interestingly four hundred of ellings
fruit trees survived
wellings
the wagon trip to the williamette valley and with them he initiated the fruit industry of the pacific northwest 26 what happened
to his odometer is unknown

the salt lake valley
Claytons roa
claytona
roadometer
the broken ten mile gear wheel of claytons
dometer had

not been repaired or replaced when the pioneers arrived in the
great salt lake valley on july 24 1847 three weeks of intense
foff
followed
owed their arrival plowing planting watering fields
activity fonf
hauling logs making adobe houses building cabins laying out a
vailey with its towering mountains to
valley
new city and exploring the vanney
the east and the great salt lake to the west the need to measure
distance was no longer a priority during this time clayton continued to write compile distance tables draw maps and help orson
pratt determine the elevations of significant points of geography
within two weeks however clayton again became involved with
the design and testing of a second wooden odometer
H
Roa
dometer model n
roadometer

the pioneers had

just completed an overland journey of
more than one thousand miles nevertheless their plan called
for more than half of the men to return immediately to winter
quarters on the missouri river and prepare their families to move
west the following spring the families had been left behind because of the difficulties anticipated by the advance party william
clayton was one of those designated to make the return trip
MONDAY

AUGUST

2nd
and

after dark president young sent for me to come to his
wagon and told his calculations about our starting back he wants
me to start with the ox teams next monday so as to have a better
privilege of taking the distances etc
he wants the roa dometer
fixed this week and elder kimball has selected william king to do
17
the work 27
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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loth

am expected to keep a table of
distances of the whole route returning from here to winter quarters
and make a map when I1 get through and this for public benefit 28
TUESDAY

AUGUST

1IOTH
OTH

1I

Clay tons distance
brigham young recognizing the value of claytons
claytona
measurements over the last two thirds of their outbound journey
now wanted him to expand the data to encompass the entire route
in published form this information would be useful to future emigrant companies traveling west earlier as noted above clayton
had not planned to publish a trail guide now he had specific
instructions to do so
instead of repairing the first odometer as president young
had suggested william A king29 began building a new machine
two days later the decision to make a new odometer instead of
repairing the old one was undoubtedly prompted by a desire for
increased measuring capacity the new instrument was designed
to measure one thousand miles instead of ten the exact design
specifications of the second roa
roadometer
dometer are not known but the
basic features of the first machine in modified form probably carried over into the second three facts support this idea 1 fracV 72
tional distances of 14
12 and 14
A miles were recorded by both
machines30
machines30 2 the first machines threaded drive rod had its coun31
terpart in the shaft or screw of the second31
second and 3 the second
1132
2132
32
Clay tons wagon
wagon32
claytona
machine was installed on claytons
since clayton had
no wagon of his own the implication is that the new machine was
installed on the same wagon and wheel as its predecessor the
wheel that was exactly 360 rotations per mile
it took william A king just four days of uninterrupted work
claytona
claytons
to build the new odometer Clay
tons journal entry again at the
roa
roadometer
dometer 33 tells us that he too was involved in the project his
journal also notes its completion
7th today william A king has finished the
ath
roa
roadometer
the distance for one thousand miles
dometer which will now tell
14
without keeping any account 34
SATURDAY

AUGUST

you can almost hear a sigh of relief in the words without keeping
Clay tons task
any account the improved instrument would make claytons
claytona
much easier
before leaving the valley the new odometer was tested on
two occasions first on a twenty two mile excursion to the great
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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lake3l and then on a one and one half mile jaunt to the warm
salt lake35
36
spring north of their camp 31
in the first instance the shaft screw
broke and had to be replaced 37 but in the second the new odometer proved to be operational and ready for the return journey to
winter quarters which began on august 17 1847

the return to winter quarters
apparently clayton encountered only one problem with the
new odometer on the return trip to winter quarters with the brief
13 1847 we fixed the roa
note on september 15
roadometer
dometer this morning he records the only known difficulty he had with the
machine 38 we in that note credits the assistance of others in
making the necessary repairs exactly what was done and who
helped is not known
we do know that Clay
claytona
claytons
tons traveling companions took little
interest in the mile measuring project this activity had no relaship to daily necessities moving teams and wagons over
tionship
tion
rough terrain protecting themselves from indians hunting for
food and so forth nevertheless clayton persisted in his appointed task and in the end produced a legacy of lasting value
on october 21 1847 claytons
Claytons company arrived at winter
claytona
quarters with characteristic thoroughness he wrote
we have been prosperous on our journey home and have arrived in
nine weeks and three days including a weeks delay waiting for
1I have succeeded in measuring the
the twelve and killing buffalo
whole distance from the city of the great salt lake to this place
except a few miles between horse creek and the A la bonte river
which was taken from the measurement going up I1 find the whole
distance to be 1032 miles and am now prepared to make a complete
travelers guide from here to the great salt lake having been careful
in taking the distance from creek to creek over bluffs mountains
etc it has required much time and care and I1 have continually
labored under disadvantages in consequence of the companies feeling no interest in it 39

mistaken identity
by february 1848 clayton had prepared his trail generated
data for publication with a letter of introduction from brigham
young in hand he proceeded to st louis missouri where he
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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arranged for the publication of the first five thousand copies of the
latter day saints emigrants guide its later use by many western pioneers is wenn
well
weli
weil documented 40
what happened to the two gear driven counting machines
that provided the data is not known it is important to recognize that
Clay
roadometer
claytona
claytons
tons first roa
dometer and undoubtedly the second was a
series of individual parts mounted on the side of a wagon box
those parts wooden gear wheels threaded drive rods may be
found someday in a museum or in a private collection at present
they are artifacts lost to history
to say that the original odometers are lost however immediately raises a question about the identity of a wooden odometer
displayed for many years in the old latter day saint museum on
temple square and identified as the original 1847 pioneer instrument sometime in the early 1900s the odometer on display had
claytona
claytons
mislabeled
labeled as Clay
been mis
tons machine even though it did not
match his journal description this case of mistaken identity persisted for many years primarily because there was no hard evidence to support a different conclusion the machine on display
had a number of missing components raising questions that could
not be resolved many assumptions were made which attempted
Clay tons
claytons
to explain the differences between the odometer and claytona
description but none of these were conclusive 41 eventually new
evidence confirmed that the machine on display was built in 1876
41
by a man named thomas G lowe 42
in 1921 the lowe machine under its misnomer was associated with the creation of a myth that the mormon pioneer odometer of 1847 was the first such instrument ever made the story
of how this myth came into existence constitutes a continuation of
the odometer episode and involves not only lowe and his machine
but also a man named harry B parrish

the thomas G lowe odometer
smail pioin the year 1875 thomas G lowe was living in the small
neer community of franklin idaho twenty miles north of logan
fali brigham young called
fail
caned lowe to serve a mission to
utah that fall
the oriba indians on the little colorado river of northern arizona
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while engaged in this service this twenty five year old craftsman
and engineer provided the indians with water powered machinery
13
that greatly improved their ability to produce indian blankets 43
his labors required him to move from village to village and to
sleep in his wagon at night one evening after retiring he gave
some thought to the design of a wooden machine that would
count the rotations of the wagon wheel as he traveled thereby
enabling him to calculate the distances between villages he subsequently built the machine he had designed and successfully used
it on his own wagon
in the midst of his missionary labors lowe returned to his
home in idaho on the way he stopped briefly in salt lake city
where he was interviewed by a deseret evening news reporter who
wrote an article that appeared in the newspaper on august 10 1876
arizona matters
yesterday we received a call from elder thomas lowe of the
moan coppy mission in arizona having just arrived in the city
expecting to return to the south in the fall
has a decided mechanical and inventive
brother lowe
roadometer
turn he exhibited to us a roa
dometer which he invented and manufactured himself from wood it is a small machine very simple in
construction consisting of a frame and four solid wheels cogged or
notched at the edges one turn of the wagon wheel to which it is
attached passes one notch on the largest wheel on the machine and
so on till it gets to the fourth wheel which moves one round every
six miles this machine was thoroughly tested and found to operate
with exactness brother low sic never knew that there were such
things in existence as road meters and there is probably not another
one that operates on the same principle

by means of his machine he was enabled to make calculations
of the distances between different points in the south and the first
settlement on the little colorado 44

the first odometer myth
before leaving salt lake city lowe gave his odometer to the
deseret museum 45 an institution established in 1869 the odometer was on display from 1876 until 1903 when the museum closed
and its holdings were placed in storage for a period of eight years
when the museum reopened to the public in july 1911 lowes
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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odometer was prominently displayed but in the interim its identifi
fication
had been changed how this occurred is not clear but a
label that was attached to the machine read as follows
deseret museum
ROA
DOMETER
roadometer

used by the pioneers of 1847 to measure the distance across the
plains made by
byappleton
appleton M harmon william clayton 46

lowes machine became known as the original
1847 instrument of william clayton orson pratt and appleton
harmon this switch in identity has mystified historians because
Clay
claytona
claytons
tons and lowes machines are distinctly different A list of the
As a result

individual machine components makes this abundantly clear
Claytons description
clayton pratt and harmon odometer per claytons
claytona

60 tooth gear wheel approx 9 diameter
1 40 tooth gear wheel approx 9 diameter
1I 18 inch threaded drive rod
1I enclosing box 3 x 15 x 18
each part was mounted separately on the wagon box fig
1

5

lowe odometer per actual measurement
42 tooth gear wheel 13 diameter
1I 38 tooth gear wheel 1038 diameter
1 28 tooth gear wheel 6 diameter
1I 18 tooth gearwheel
gear wheel 458
58 diameter
1 rachet
bachet activated drive mechanism
each part was set in a fixed 8 x 30 wooden frame that was
mounted on the wagon box fig 6
1

los
ios

roberts in his comprehensive history of the church
noted these differences but was unable to explain them
B H

according to the deseret museum curators report upon the
machine in that institution and
Clay tons description of his maclaytona
claytons
chine
there are material differences both as to the size of the
machine over all and the number of cogs in wheels and in the levers
for transmitting motion etc which differences may be accounted for
either by defectiveness in the description or by the absence of parts
of the machine perhaps by both of these circumstances 47
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Claytons speciclaytona
mounted replica of pioneer odometer following claytons
ficat ions steven pratt recreated
re
fications
created the pioneer odometer this version is
mounted on a wagon at the museum of church history and art

fig

5

fig 6 mounted miniature of lowe odometer the differences in components and method of mounting between the two odometers on this
page are readily apparent this replica of the lowe odometer was made
by lowe himself for a close
up view see fig 2
closeup
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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misidentification of lowes odometer as the 1847 pioneer machine
continued for many years

coupled with this identification error was the inaccurate
story that the mormon pioneer odometer was the first such device
ever invented this latter error was initiated by an interesting
series of circumstances involving a salesman named harry B
parrish a cloth measuring machine and lowes odometer in the
church museum

the second odometer myth
in the spring of 1921 parrish a businessman from grand
rapids michigan came to salt lake city as a representative of the
simplex computing machine company manufacturers of a newly
invented device for measuring yardage goods the machine was of
primary interest to department stores and mercantile institutions
engaged in retail sales
while in the city parrish visited the church museum on
temple square and saw lowes odometer displayed as the original
1847 mormon pioneer artifact he was fascinated with the machine its early origin its ingenious design and its pragmatic use
his interest was the basis of an article that appeared in the deseret
news on may 19 1921 that newspaper report initiated a myth
that persists to this day
pioneer measuring device may prove to be
Speedometer48 ever made
first speedometer48
old roa
roadometer
dometer lowes in the LDS church museum
used by the utah pioneers crossing the plains is likely to become
famous in the near future it is believed it may be proved that the
machine was the first of its kind ever made and that it may be
proven to be the forerunner of the modem
modern speedometer it is possible that authorities in the research department of the smithsonian institute which has to do with pioneer inventions may be
appealed to in order that the exact status of the pioneer instrument may be determined

the

parrishs
mr parrisis
Parris
hs interest in the machine has attracted the attention of local citizens and because of the visitors connection with
measuring machines he has been consulted as to the place the relic
may hold among such devices mr parrish believes it to be the first of
its kind 49
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to the

understandable error about the odometers origin this
deseret news article added a new inaccuracy that the instrument
on exhibit lowes was the first of its kind ever made
because parrish represented a company that manufactured a
linear measuring device his word was accepted as authoritative
what parrish did not know however was that gear driven odometers were in use at the time of the pioneers figs 7 8 this fact
was explained two weeks later by albert A gentry a salt lake
city engineer whose letter to the deseret news was published on

june 4 1921
1921
read with interest the description of the old clayton lowes
roa
roadometer
dometer contained in the deseret news of recent date and note
also the existing supposition on the part of some that this mechanical device may possibly be the first of its kind
I
1

it may be of interest to those concerned to learn that marcus vitruvius architect and engineer to emperor augustus fully
described a somewhat similar odometer 13 years BC in his great
ura book X 9 this work covers vitruviuss
work de architecture
architectura
architect
observations on civil and mechanical engineering founded on
roman and grecian experience the odometer he describes is
similar to Clay
claytona
claytons
tons lowes in principle only and is perhaps
more elaborate 50

the article goes on to describe the gear driven odometer of vitruvius which dropped one pebble into a counting box every
roman mile
although this newspaper article established the fact that
odometers had been built and used anciently it did little to curtail
parrisis
the spread of the false information generated by harry parrishs
Parris hs
visit to salt lake city from that time forward the myth that the
mormon pioneers were the inventors of the first odometer found
its way into print in many places 51

correcting the record
in 1921 when the deseret news printed the articles cited
above thomas G lowe was seventy years old although he knew
that the odometer on display in the LDS museum was his own
lowe had been unable to convince museum authorities of that
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fig 7 odometer from the 1850s odometers were commonly used by
surveyors
yers and the military during the utah pioneer period this odomesurve
ter was probably employed by john W gunnison during his last survey
shortly after he was massacred by natives in 1853 south of delta utah
the pioneers recovered all of his equipment except his odometer some
years later this odometer was found on a trail near the massacre site

odome
fig 8 military odometer dating to civil war times this style of codome
ter was used relatively unchanged from the 1850s to wwl
awl
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fact now recalling the 1876 deseret evening news article about
his odometer he set out to use it as evidence to validate his claim
an account of his endeavors was printed in the salt lake telegram on july 13 1921
1921
proves orson pratt was not inventor

july 13 thomas G lowe has returned from a trip to salt
lake city where he went to attempt the rectification of what he considered an injustice to himself with every prospect of success visiting the deseret museum sometime since he saw enclosed in a case a
roa
form of roadometer
dometer in use in early days the invention of which was
attributed to the late orson pratt but which mr lowe at once recognized as his own invented forty three years ago for the purpose of
measuring the road from moan coppy ariz which he had been
called to help settle to salt lake the device recording the revolutions of one of the hind wheels of the wagon from which the distance could be readily computed
LOGAN

mr lowe related the facts to the curator but having no proof
it looked as if the mistake would go unrectified and especially as mr
pratt was known to have invented a roa
roadometer
dometer although the
description still extant did not fit the appliance on exhibition
recently it occurred to mr lowe that upon his arrival from that trip
a reporter from a salt lake paper saw it was interested and wrote a
description of it mr lowe then made the trip to salt lake from
which he had just returned the papers files were overhauled the
description and narrative found and he was given a certified copy
which he presented to the authorities with every prospect of having
the mistake rectified 52

logan journal lowes hometown newspaper also
the logon
noted his dilemma in an article that appeared july 12 1921
1921 then
in a followup
follow up article on august 16 1921
1921 the journal reprinted
the full 1876 deseret evening news report and concluded by saying that it fully established lowes claim 53
from these newspaper accounts it would appear that the
odometer in the LDS museum should have been credited to
thomas G lowe from 1921 onward but such was not the case
for another sixty two years his wooden instrument continued to
roadometer
be known as the original 1847 mormon pioneer roa
dometer
interestingly lowe played a posthumous role in correcting the
skinn
skill that had produced his original odomeerror the mechanical skiff
ter also produced a sure means of identifying it
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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in 1931
193
1951 lowe who was then eighty years old constructed a
miniature working model of a pioneer wagon fig 9 it was
authentic in every detail he carved assembled and installed a tiny
odometer on the wagon box of this
thls model similar to the one he
thi
had built some fifty five years earlier this diminutive device incorporates the same gear design as his original instrument its ratchetlike drive mechanism activated by the rotation of the rear wheel
provided the missing information required to fully understand the
machines drive mechanism lowe placed the model in a glass case
and gave it to the pioneer museum in his hometown
home town of franklin
idaho where it can be seen today
it was not until 1977 after 1I inspected the model of lowes
odometer in the franklin museum that 1I could offer convincing
proof of its identity to the authorities of the museum of church
history and art in salt lake city finally in 1983
1985 the museum curators changed the label on the odometer correctly identifying it as
thomas lowes this action resolved one of the fascinating puzzles
in mormon pioneer history

the sesquicentennial reenactment
on may 16

1997 a new chapter was added to the saga of the
mormon pioneer odometers As the westward moving sesquicentennial mormon trail wagon train approached north platte nebraska
virginia starling a member of the company volunteered to count the
rotations of a wagon wheel for one day duplicating william claytons
Claytons
claytona
heralded task of 150 years earlier she attached bandannas
ban dannas to the
spoke of a wheel and succeeded in counting 7360 wheel rotations
192
during the day a distance of 192
19.2 miles she was honored that
evening at an odometer installation ceremony attended by church
and civic leaders descendants of the clayton pratt and harmon
families were also honored as a replica of the original ten mile
odometer was installed on one of the wagons fig 10

this historical reenactment makes it clear that the mormon
pioneer odometers constitute an ongoing legacy that is as alive
today as it was 150 years ago
norman edward wright is professor emeritus of computer science at brigham
young university
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fig

9

lowes miniature pioneer wagon late in life thomas G lowe built

this working model of a pioneer wagon and included a tiny replica of his
1875 odometer this model helped convince museum authorities that the
odometer attributed to pratt and harmon was actually built by lowe

fig 10 sesquicentennial installation of steven pratts replica of the
odometer used by the first pioneer company left to right robert killvernon combs president of the linpack relative of appleton harmon vemon
coln county nebraska mormon trails association gary clayton
descendant of william clayton theron roundy descendant of shadrach
roundy member of brigham youngs 1847 company
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/4
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appendix A
pratts proposed odometer
note axles
at right angles
to each other
Oh

jeo
je
jem

30 tooth

gear wheel
would have
fuli
made one full
revolution every
thirty miles

would have
rotated once
for every six
rotations of the
wagon wheel
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B
appendlxb
appendix
cxf

caf

Claytons odometer as built by harmon
claytona
claytons

60 tooth

gear
gearwheel
wheel
made one full
revolution for
every 360 rotations of the
wagon wheel
or one mile

tooth
gear
whe
gearwheel
full
one fuli
made on
40

revolution every
ten miles

rotation
rotated once
for every six
rotations of the
wagon wheel
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C
caf
appendix
cxf
Claytons odometer
diagram of top view of claytons
claytona
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NOTES
erastus snow from nauvoo to salt lake in the van of the pioneers the
rastus
original diary of erastus snow improvement era 14 may 1911 634 orson
pratt tells of ordering these instruments sometime earlier during our stay in
winter quarters we had sent to england and procured the following instruments preparatory to our exploring expedition viz two sextants
sex tants one circle of
reflection two artificial horizons two barometers several thermometers telescopes ac
&c orson pratt interesting items concerning the journeying of the
latter day saints from the city of nauvoo until their location in the valley of
the great salt lake extracted from the private journal of orson pratt millennial star 12 no 2 january 15
1850 18
151850
orson
rson pratt conference minutes millennial star 10 no 17 september 1
1848 264
65
26465
travelling register scientific american 3 july 8
ometer or Travelling
3the
viometer
biometer
athe
the Vi
1848 332 this brief article provides a detailed description of the viometers
vio meters
odometers used in london in 1848

Vio
meters are sold in great numbers in london and the folviometers
lowing account of them as sold there will not be uninteresting to
our readers

viometer
biometer
ometer
the Vi

consists of a brass plate having a fixed axis
placed perpendicularly to its surface with an endless screw cut on its
middle part on this is suspended a small brass frame which swings
freely below in this frame are two brass wheels turning freely and
independent of the same axis each cut with teeth on its edges bevel
ling toward each other one containing 100 and the other 101 teeth
the endless screw on the fixed axis engaged in the teeth of both
wheels drives them in the same direction every revolution of the carriage wheel moving them one tooth in 100 revolutions the wheel
with 100 teeth has returned to its original position and the other
wheel is one tooth behind and so on successively so that the number of teeth the second wheel is behind the first will be a register of
the number of hundreds of revolutions the carriage wheel has made
since it started or since the machine was set and the number of revolutions the carriage wheel has made beyond the even hundreds

the list of scientific

instruments purchased in england is almost identical
in type and number to those used by captain john C fremont US army topographical engineer during his 1843 44 western expedition Fr
emonts list did
fremonte
fremonts
not include an odometer odometers were not available as a standard item of
army issue until 1848 Fr
emonts report does however include a table of disfr6monts
fremonte
fremonts
tances traveled each day these values all whole numbers were undoubtedly
obtained from individual estimates or calculated from astronomical measurements and rounded
in 1845 the mormon leaders in nauvoo obtained a copy of Fr
emonts
fr6monts
fremonte
fremonts
report and studied it diligently his use of scientific instruments undoubtedly
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underscored their importance and may account for the fact that the church
leaders ordered a similar list of instruments from england and that they overlooked an odometer
A comparative list of instruments follows

fremont 1843 44
one refracting telescope
one reflecting circle
sex tants
two sextants
two barometers
Themo meters
thermometers
six themometers
Chronometers
two pocket chronometers

no odometer
no artificial
Artifical horizon reported
artifical
no quadrant reported
no small telescopes reported
fremont report of the ex
J C premont
ploring
floring expedition to the rocky
mountains in the year 1842
and to oregon and north california in the years 1843 44
washington house of repres1845 106
tives 18451
senta
entatives
gheber
5heber
heber C kimball

mormon pioneers

1847

one reflecting telescope
one circle of reflection
sextants
two sextants
two barometers
thermometers
several themometers
Themo meters
two pocket chronometers
Chrono meters
no odometer
Artifical horizons
artifical
two artificial

one quadrant
several small telescopes
pratt conference minutes
264 65

the pioneer journal of heber

C kimball
11 12

utah

genealogical and historical magazine 30 january 1939
1I commenced writing hebers
6sunday APRIL 18th
SUNDAY
aebers journal and wrote
considerable he wants me to write his journal all the journey 1I also wrote contons
claytona
claytons
siderable in this book his own journal william clayton william Clay
journal salt lake city deseret news press 1921 79 80
21 ST
elder kimball proposed tonight that 1I
21st
should leave a number of pages for so much of his journal as 1I am
behind in copying and start from the present and keep it up daily he
furnished me a candle and 1I wrote the journal of this days travel by
candle light in his journal leaving fifty six pages blank clayton
FRIDAY

journal

MAY

166 169

to compare the content of the heber C

kimball journal to that of william clay
tons for the same days may 23 and 29 1847 see heber C kimball journals
holograph book 94 special collections and manuscripts harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives and
178 194
clayton journal 17819495
95
178194
19495
7sunday APRIL 18th this morning I1 wrote a letter for heber to his wife
SUNDAY
vilate which was sent by brother ellis eames who has concluded to go back on
account of poor health clayton journal 79
OTH
now what have 1I done for brother kimTUESDAY AUGUST
loth
1I have written in his journal 124 pages of close matter
besides writing
ball
glayton journal 342 44
clayton
letters etc claytonjournal
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156 159
clayton journal 156159
TUESDAY

MAY

18th

after encampment was formed went with elder orson
pratt to dr richards wagon to enter into arrangements for making a
map of our route the doctor wants me to do it assisted by elder
pratts observations he handed me fremonts
Fremonts map and 1I retired to
fremonte
my wagon to commence operations but soon found that the map
does not agree with my scale nor elder pratts calculations 1I then
proposed to elder pratt to wait until we get through the journey and
take all the necessary data and then make a new one instead of making our route on Fr
emonts
fremonte
fremonts
chayton
clayton
Ciayton journal 138
9ciaytonjournal
ciayton
1I have been writing in elder kimballs
24th
Kim balls
journal since dark and have but little chance to write as much as 1I
want in my own and his both but I1 feel determined to do all I1 can to
keep a journal of this expedition which will be interesting to by children in after days and perhaps to many of the saints clayton jour-

MONDAY

nal

MAY

180 182

from the above entry it is clear that clayton on this occasion wrote kim
balls journal first and then apparently copied it back into his own journal
with augmentations
william clayton the lanner
latner
latter da
dayY saints emigrants guide st louis
chambers and knapp 1848 preface
I
clayton journal 136
clayton journal 81 83
13
13clayton
clayton journal 88 911
14
clayton journal 136 37 clayton does not describe the particular
method he used for observing or for tallying the rotations of the wagon wheel
I1 am not aware of a single source document that corroborates his use of a piece of
1

red flannel tied to a spoke to note wheel rotations this widely reported detail
appears to be an embellishment by later writers the pages of claytons
Claytons journal
claytona
contain no counting data or calculations worksheets were evidently used for this
purpose and later discarded clayton did not know that a wheel 4 8 in diameter
was one of the standard sizes manufactured by wheelwrights
wheel wrights of that period
pratt journals ed elden jay watson salt lake
orson pratt the orson prattjournals
92 the principle of the endless screw is
city elden jay watson 1975 390
39092
centuries old today we call it a worm gear it was commonly used in many
odometers of that period in this respect pratts design proposal was not new or
unique but rather a practical application of his general knowledge of gear works
clayton journal 149
17ciaytonjournal
clsytoa journal
tournai 143 on may 12 thomas bullock clerk of the pioneer
company also noted the event in his journal travelled 12 miles according to
Clay
claytona
dometer attached this morning will bagley ed the piowilliam claytons
roadometer
tons Roa
neer camp of the saints twe
the 1846 and 1847 mormon trail journals of
mormons and the american frontier
thomas bullock kingdom in the west the cormons
vol 1 spokane wash arthur H clark
oark 1997 153
dark
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clayton journal 151 52
gamasa
amasa M lyman amasa M lymans
clymans journals 1847 and 1858 1863
typescript 27 BYU archives
21
0
I wish it understood that during the forepart of our journey we had to
guess at the distance and sometimes overstated it but by the mechanical genius
of appleton harmons we have now the distance counted off to us like clockwork through the agency of a machine attached to his wagon bed the wheels of
which are turned by the revolutions of the wagon wheel erastus snow from
nauvoo to salt lake in the van of the pioneers the original diary of erastus
snow improvement era 14 october 1911 1099
monday may loth 18471
1847 traveled ten miles bro appleton M hannon
harmon
wm claytons
made an odometer attached to the wheel of
Clay
claytona
tons wagon enabling bro
ofwm
ofom
clayton to measure the distances of each days travel brigham young manuscript history of brigham young 1846 1847 ed elden jay watson salt lake
city elden jay watson 1971 5554
AM hannon
roadometer
harmon fixed a roa
dometer by which we have since measured
lyman journals 26
clayton journal 151 53
clayton journal 163
13claytonjournal
224 26
clayton journal 22426
24
24appleton
appleton hannon
harmon appleton milo harmon goes west ed maybelle harmon anderson berkeley calif gillick press 1946 40
15 norman
15norman E wright odometers distance measurement on western emigrant trails overland journal oregon california trails association 13 fali
fall
fan
fail
1995 14
199514

24

0O A
260

garretson the lewelling family pioneers iowajournal
iowa journal ochis
of hisofhis
tory and politics 27 october 1929 558
clayton journal 338340
540
338
558 340
358
clayton journal 342 344
190f
of all the participants in the pioneer odometer episode we know least
about the life of william avidus king I1 have searched extensively in utah massachusetts
chu setts maine and new york to obtain more information with the hope of docum
umenting
enting the specifications of his one thousand mile measuring machine my
efforts have produced only scattered pieces of biographical data the following
facts regarding his life have been established
july 3 1820 at paris maine
parents george and polly hall king
siblings miranda augustus erastus octavius and cyrenus
born
bom

joined the church in early 1840s
ordained an elder in 1844 est
qurourn of seventy in nauvoo
member of the 25th quroum
adopted son of heber C kimball
carpenter on the kimball home in nauvoo
endowed in the nauvoo temple january 10 1846
member of brigham youngs 1847 pioneer company
after returning to the east he never came back to utah
met erastus snow in cambridge massachusetts in july 1850
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lived in new york city in march 1851
reportedly left the church
believed to have died in boston in 1862
of king family research remains to be done the author will
be grateful to any reader who could provide additional information
WEDNESDAY
WED
1847 this morning william A king com4th 18471
NaDAY AUGUST ath
3411
roadometer clayton journal 34
newroadometer
menced making a new
william clayton with the assistance of william king and orson whitney
was engaged today in making a new Roa
dometer as he intends to start back with
roadometer
the ox teams on monday next howard egan pioneering the west 1846 to 1878
egans diary salt lake city skelton publishing 1917 115
major howard egansdiary
A significant amount

61
31clayton journal 360
Clayton
36061
31

egan pioneering the west 122
31egan
32 egan
pioneering the west 123
33ciayton
clayton journal 341
34
journal 341
clayton
claytonjournal
caytoo
csytoo journal 346
350aytonjournal

clayton journal 346 47
3claytonjoumal
egan
31egan

pioneering the west 122
clsiyton journal 362
3claytonjournal
390aytonjournal
csfxovl journal 376
an often asked question is how accurate were claytons
Claytons measurements
claytona
the answer his measurements were reasonably accurate an odometer however is not a high precision device years later the accuracy ascribed to clay
tons wooden instrument was distorted in particular a sign that described the
odometer artifact lowes in the old church museum on temple square read as
follows the difference between the measurements made by this instrument and
those made by the government surveyors who subsequently passed over the
route was less than 60 feet the government surveyor referred to was albert
carrington a member of the church who in 1849 50 was assigned to assist captain howard stansbury of the US army in his survey of the great salt lake afterwards he accompanied stansbury to washington DC where the final
government report was prepared in 1851
1851 carrington returned to salt lake city
over the same route that clayton had taken measuring the distances with a brass
pendulum odometer similar to an english vi
viometer
biometer
ometer
on july 17 1851 carrington made the following notation in his journal
clayton only measured the track and we measure turning off to water and camp
etc when carrington completed his journey he totaled the distance from
ganesville to the temple block in salt lake city and found it to be 1203 miles
Kanesville
kanesville
this total included a 150 mile detour around the loupe river to avoid high water
and twenty two additional miles traveling on the north side of the platte river
from the ft laramie ford to the upper ferry subtracting these from the total gives
Clay
claytona
1031 miles which agrees exactly with claytons
tons total published in his 1848 the
saints emigrants guide
latter day saintsemigrantsguide
the identical totals of the two measurements appears to be the source of
the statement on the church museum sign although carrington included the
measurement of all the side trips he later approximated them to be nine miles so
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as to make his total mileage agree exactly with Clay
claytona
claytons
tons precision therefore
was not a consideration the less than 60 feet difference between the two surveys is undoubtedly fictitious

saints emiailen biographical introduction the latter day saintsemi
allen
alien
grants guide ed stanley B kimball gerald mo patrice press 1983 7
grantsguide
Clay
claytona
claytons
tons published guide prepared with such meticulous care is silent
with regard to the contributions of orson pratt appleton M harmon and
william A king in designing and building the machines that provided the data
guy E stringham appleton milo harman building in zion masters
41guy
thesis brigham young university 1970 49 69
era P lowe life sketch of thomas G lowe pioneer of franklin idaho
typescript 6 BYU archives
43lowe
lowe life sketch 6
44
44arizona
arizona matters deseret evening news august 10 1876 3 the precise operation of the lowe odometer remains unclear because machine parts that
transmit motion from the larger to the smaller gears have been lost in addition
the size of the wagon wheel that drove the instrument is unknown from the
1876 deseret evening news article however we learn
leam that the largest gear
counted forty two revolutions of the wagon wheel and that each tooth of the
smallest gear represented one third of a mile
45the
whe
the specimens of reptiles brought from arizona by brother thomas
lowe of franklin have been placed in the deseret museum by him and also the
an
ail desiring to examine
ali
roa
roadometer
dometer of his invention where they can be seen by all
them in the museum deseret evening news august 12 1876 3
4label
alabel
label on lowes odometer deseret museum
47
the pioneer odometer in B H roberts A comprehensive history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints century one 6 vols provo
utah corporation of the president the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1965 319091
3190 91
411be
4sthe
esthe odometer in an automobile measures the distance traveled whereas
the speedometer shows the rate of speed these two instruments are structurally
related so that they are often referred to collectively as the speedometer
49 pioneer
measuring device may prove to be first speedometer ever
made deseret news may 19 1921 8
aalbert
5albert
albert A gentry antiquity of devices to measure distance traveled by
vehicles deseret news june 4 1921 7
today many people still believe that the mormon pioneers were the inventors of the first odometer in history this is a clear demonstration of the
power of the printed word even an erroneous claim appearing in print is accepted as fact this is particularly true where pride in a common heritage is
engendered or enhanced once the information appears in print it takes on a life
of its own without verification subsequent writers follow what was previously
written and the myth spreads to an ever widening audience the rapid acceptance and dissemination of the myth of the mormon pioneer odometer is not a
unique cultural phenomenon
see william E berrett and alma P burton the birth of the odometer
readings in LDS church history from original manuscripts salt lake city
deseret news press 1953 58 272
40james
james
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learn that a disciple of brigham young invented
it interested me to leam
the speedometer few of us ever give the origin of that delicate and
useful instrument a thought in its artistic little frame in front of us
we consult it occasionally to learn just how many miles per hour we
are exceeding the speed limit

until 1I read werners life of brigham young I1 never gave
cormons had not
the speedometer a second thought perhaps if the mormons
set out from nauvoo illinois for the far west it might not have
been invented

the

far seeing brigham wanted to know distances and he
ali day
ail
all
assigned the faithful william clayton to that job clayton sat allday
aliday
long with his eyes glued to one of the wagon wheels counting the
number of times it revolved each day this exacting task soon got on
Clay tons nerves it occurred to him that an attachment on a wagon
claytona
claytons
wheel would be more accurate and less burdensome than his
guesses based on the wheels revolutions fremont older the first
speedometer san francisco call bulletin september 23 1931
193
1951
follow up commentaries on the mormon pioneer
fremont older wrote followup
odometer which appeared in the san francisco call bulletin on october 31
1931 and on august 31 1932 see also helen kroll books that enlightened the
emigrants oregon historical quarterly 45 june 1944 109 crude speedometer built to measure miles deseret news july 22 1931 and harmon worlds
first speedometer 12
52
proves orson pratt was not inventor salt lake telegram july 13
52proves

19217
53local
1921 11 thomas G lowe proves
local news loganjournal
Logan journae
journal july 12
logon
121921
claim to Roa
Logan journal
dometer loganjournal
roadometer
logon
tournai august 16 1921 4
53
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